EU-CHIP Euro Chinese Information Point

ON-LINE INFORMATION SERVICE:
COOPERATION BETWEEN EUROPEAN AND CHINESE IT COMPANIES

The European Software Institute (ESI) and the European Research Consortium for Informatics and Mathematics (ERCIM) will build a reference information web service to facilitate relevant information on existing initiatives, projects, grants and loans, reference organisations, etc., which may be helpful to establish cooperation between European and Chinese companies.

The service is aimed at European Industry, in particular SME’s and research institutes in the field of Information Technology. This service will gather and provide information on Commission related projects in the area of IT with China as well as general information on topics related to IT and China.

The service will contain the following topics:

* European Commission related projects
* IT Business opportunities in China
* Contact points in China
* General information on China
* News
* Legislation

WWW: http://www.esi.es/EU-CHIP/